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Despite efforts by international conflict-resolution groups and requests from the Colombian
and Ecuadoran business communities, the two countries have not found a mechanism to reestablish diplomatic ties, severed following Colombia's March 2008 bombing of a clandestine
Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) camp in Angostura, Ecuador (see NotiSur,
2008-03-07). Following the Colombian armed forces attack in Angostura, in the department of
Sucumbios, various Latin American countries, along with the US-based Carter Center, initiated
conversations with both governments aimed at helping them re-establish diplomatic relations.
However, just when everything seemed to be moving forward, the biggest stumbling block
resurfaced and the process was back at square one. "We are convinced that nothing more can be
accomplished with the current Colombian government," said Ecuador's Foreign Minister Ricardo
Patino. In recent months, a timetable for conversations had been agreed upon, divided into specific
discussion points. Two in particular had been characterized as "sensitive," and the analysis was
turned over to a special commission, while discussion on the other points, dealing principally with
binational trade and the exchange of security-related information, was completed. These issues
were resolved without major problems, bringing the process to the point of designating the charges
d'affaires, the final step before fully re-establishing diplomatic relations. For Ecuador, access to
information; for Colombia, a lawsuit The insurmountable obstacle for Ecuador is Colombia's refusal
to turn over information regarding the planning and execution of the bombing at Angostura as well
as copies of the hard drives from the computers that the Colombian government claims belonged
to guerrilla commander Raul Reyes, killed in the attack (see NotiSur, 2008-06-06). For Colombia, the
most sensitive issue is the lawsuit filed in a court in the Amazonian province of Sucumbios, which
includes Angostura. The lawsuit charges Juan Manuel Santos, former defense minister and current
presidential candidate for Uribe's governing coalition, along with other high-ranking Colombian
officials, with responsibility in the deaths of 26 people during the attack, among them four Mexican
and one Ecuadoran students, whose ties to the FARC have not been proved. Ecuador says that
the attack in Angostura, where a clandestine FARC camp had been set up, included participation
of "third countries," a clear reference to the US and the military actions implemented from the
base at Manta, which the US used at the time (see NotiSur, 2009-06-12). Ecuador believes that the
information it has requested regarding the attack could corroborate its suspicions and be used
to initiate oral testimony regarding US actions from 1999 to 2009 when Manta functioned as a US
military base. Ecuador has also asked for access to all information on the hard drives that Colombia
insists belonged to Reyes to ascertain whether the FARC had ties with civil servants in the present
administration or with Ecuadoran politicians. This could allow the Ecuadoran government to
prevent Uribe's administration from continuing to use alleged information from the computers for
political ends, undermining the credibility of the government of Ecuadoran President Rafael Correa.
At the most critical moment for Colombia-Ecuador relations, Colombian President Alvaro Uribe
made public information allegedly found on Reyes' computers tying the Correa administration
and various close collaborators to the FARC, in particular former security minister Gustavo Larrea,
Deputy Maria Augusta Calle, and former ambassador to Venezuela Rene Vargas Pazzos. Although
their veracity has not been proved, Uribe's accusations led the Ecuadoran government to change
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its position regarding hostages held by the FARC. Correa initially said that he "did not have to ask
anyone's permission to try to free FARC hostages," implying direct contact between his government
and the FARC and recognizing the FARC as a guerrilla group. Later, he called them terrorists and
avoided any type of contact. Moreover, with his policy of militarizing the northern border, he has
been fully identified with the US policy of encircling the FARC using the Ecuadoran Army in the
south and the Colombian Army in the north. Correa's role in hostage release irritates Colombia
The Ecuadoran government's last statement regarding FARC hostages was in June 2008, following
Correa's meeting with Professor Gustavo Moncayo, father of Corporal Pablo Emilio Moncayo, held
by the FARC for 12 years. On that occasion, Correa repeated his willingness to try to convince the
FARC to free all hostages, especially Pablo Emilio. The corporal was freed on March 30, 2010, and his
first statements thanking President Correa for his efforts to obtain his release came at the expense
of Uribe's political image. Meanwhile, Colombia was showing its irritation with the lawsuits filed
in Sucumbios, which charged Juan Manuel Santos with involvement in the Angostura bombing. A
constitutional-guarantees judge of the Sucumbios province issued warrants for Santos, Colombian
armed forces commander Freddy Padilla, police commander Oscar Naranjo, and former Army chief
Mario Montoya. The accusations against Santos jeopardized the continuation of Uribismo in the
Colombian government (see NotiSur, 2010-03-12). Surprisingly, in February of this year, the same
judge closed the case and rescinded the warrants hanging over the Colombians, thus eliminating
the obstacles to Ecuador's re-establishing diplomatic relations with Colombia. But Colombia did
not reciprocate nor did it fulfill Ecuadoran requirements, for which Correa again harshly criticized
the Colombian government. He warned that there would be no more negotiations with Uribe and
that the Ecuadoran government would wait until after Colombian elections. On April 8, the judge in
Sucumbios said that he would re-file charges against Santos and that the earlier charges had been
dropped because of procedural errors. Forgotten border communities While this is happening on
the larger political scene, residents of the northern border area are at the mercy of the irregular
armed groups, since the Ecuadoran and Colombian governments have little presence in the area.
The armed groups run the region, imposing their rules, controlling commerce and supply routes.
They even administer their peculiar form of justice, routinely imposing the death penalty for minor
infractions, such as unpaid debts. The same is true in the all-out war for control of drug-trafficking
routes and trafficking arms and chemical precursors for processing coca leaf into cocaine. Reestablishing diplomatic relations does not concern these communities. They know that improved
relations between Colombia and Ecuador will not alleviate their violent situation. Quite the contrary,
it could worsen if collaboration between the two countries' militaries increases. The two national
armies look indiscriminately on the border population as accomplices to the actions of the irregular
armed groups.
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